e.outreach ™
Don’t just keep up with innovation – stay on top of it. Now you can offer your customers
the ability to order a full range of clinical, pathology and molecular tests. Simply. With the
click of a mouse – then give them the ability to route the orders directly to the appropriate
testing location and to receive the reports back, customized and in the manner they prefer.

Order Entry

The Order Entry screens provide patient and sample demographic information as well as a
menu of lab tests and supplies that are available to be ordered by that physician or site.

e.outreach Features Include:
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Mobile and handheld access
email notification
Performing location based requisition rules
Courier functionality
Ability to display case documents with
result reports
View patient’s entire history
Electronic signatures for Outreach requisitions
Fully customizable AP ask at order entry questions
Client-specific testing menu
Medicare compliance checking
ABN form generation for Medicare
Standing orders
Test compendium/catalog for specimen handling
and test information
Barcoded requisition form generation

Result/Report Viewing

When reports become available, they are viewable within the Result Retrieval Window.
Clients can search for specific patient reports, or can view a listing of all available reports by
date range and completion status. Reports can be viewed selectively and/or batch printed
to local office printers, faxed, etc. They can be set based upon specific customer requirements.
In addition to viewing the patient’s current report, clients can selectively view a patient’s
full result history. One or more tests may be selected and displayed in a graph over time, to
further enhance the diagnostic value of the results.
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Providing the clinician faster access to critical patient care information, while helping
the laboratory streamline its report distribution to improve efficiency and turnaround
time. Physicians can quickly access completed reports from a secure Web page using any
PC, smart phone or hand held device, with his/
her unique user name and password for proper
authorization. Similar to other reports generated
by e.lixa, the laboratory can customize the look of
e.reports to reflect the facility’s image and to present results in a way that delivers the most value to
its customers. Physicians can print reports directly
from e.reports for easy information sharing and
record-keeping.
Psyche Systems’ e.outreach module is designed to
allow the laboratory’s clients to perform demographic and automatic order entry as well
as receive lab reports and results directly via the web. Each client or physician has a secure
username and password.

e.outreach

Psyche’s e.outreach Module can be
accessed from any Web-enabled PC, smart phone, or hand held device .

About Us
Psyche Systems Corporation is a private, profit-driven software company that has focused
exclusively on delivering laboratory information systems to hospitals and clinics since
1976. It is this unwavering focus on serving its core customer base that has enabled Psyche
to maintain strong customer loyalty and deliver on its commitment to high quality products and services. Psyche Systems’ laboratory information systems are best-of-breed products designed to meet the specific needs of clinical and anatomic pathology laboratories.
Psyche Systems works closely with its customer base during product development to ensure
it’s delivering the highest quality products and services at a competitive price.

Psyche’s Products
»» LabWeb – a full-featured laboratory information system (LIS), including advanced
functionality; rules-based analysis, a lean powerful database for indepth analysis,
and quality assurance and quality control capabilities.
»» SBB – Psyche Systems Corporation’s 510(k) approved Systematic Blood Bank
(SBB) package exceeds the FDA guidelines regarding computerization of blood
banks and transfusion services to deliver advanced features for improved efficiency,
security and reporting.
»» e.lixa – Suite of hosted applications which extends and enhances existing laboratory information systems so that you can seamlessly add advanced functionality to
maximize current IS investments.
»» WindoPath – WindoPath is a highly advanced, full-featured anatomic pathology

information system with a modular, customizable design.

